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Indianization, beginning in the first century of the common era and escalating over the next centuries, is described as the process by which southeast Asian chieftain cultures adopted some form of Hindu or Buddhist world views in order to gain a foothold in the increasingly vibrant and messy maritime world. The resultant palace-based kingdoms operated as theocentric, distributional nodes. Inevitably, the story revolves around irrigation, paddies, palaces, temples, ports and shipping, and just as importantly, the India-China trade that energized the system. Less fleshed out is the history that looks in the other direction, namely into the forest highlands. And yet, so many of the commodities that were transported across the ocean came from the forests: rubies, diamonds, gold, camphor, cinnamon, Dragon’s Blood, edible bird’s nest and so forth. These commodities were not there “just for the taking,” but were in territory that often belonged to animist forest cultures.

One can imagine Indianization as an inverted sieve sucking in commodities from its upstream periphery to place them in the civilizational vortex of luxury trade. As James Scott has pointed out, little is known about the nature of these upstream exchanges in comparison with the volumes we know about southeast Asian oceanic trade, so one moves into the upstream world with caution; but to ignore the difference between sites of trade and sites of extraction is to ignore one of the fundamentals of the success of the Indianized palace cultures of southeast Asia. On its surface, the trade was asymmetrical, gold was exchanged for beads, and thus, ultimately what is at play is the “cunning” of exploitation, a cunning that escalated by the 12th century with the introduction of coinage. But the upstream cultures were more than just passive suppliers; they also profited from these exchanges, mainly in the hope of enhancing ceremonial status and fulfilling ritual obligations. In their own way, they too “drove” the economy. In this chapter, I look at Borneo as a test case for this discussion, since such exchanges occurred in a particularly concentrated form and survived, though weakened, into the 19th century. The Borneo story shows how powerful the animist world was a necessary and equal partner in extraction enterprises. Borneo is, in fact, so important to the story of southeast Asian trade that without it,
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Indianization would have taken on a significantly less dramatic profile. And yet it falls completely out of the literature on Indianization because the nature of the exchange that took place on the island does not rise to the level of a document-based, civilizational narrative.

Borneo’s export portfolio

The scholarly literature on southeast Asian trade describes most of the things coming out of Borneo as “forest products.” But this modern-era concept can deflect the conversation in the wrong direction. Borneo was not the exporter of forest products. It was the exporter of wealth. Trade accounts compiled in 1829 tell us that in one year, the Borneo to Singapore trade had a value of a quarter-million Spanish dollars. And that was only the first stop of many before the goods reached their final destination, producing what one speculator estimated as a profit of a hundredfold. Even in 1911, the Chinese would buy a pound and half of crystallized camphor from Borneo for fifty dollars—equivalent to about two ounces of gold. One can only imagine its “palace-value cost” in China at that time. “[The] Chinaman does a thriving trade in the wild produce of the country, and makes huge profits out of the Dayaks and other natives on this river.” As to bezoo stones, the gall bladder of a long-tailed monkey (Semnopithecus priosus)—a late 19th-century ethnographer noted:

A curious industry is the collection of galiga, or bezoo stones, which are also mostly secured by the Orang Poovan [Borneo’s forest tribes]. These galiga are highly prized for medicinal purposes, and are sold at fabulous prices to the Boeugs [Celebe traders from Sulawesi who settled in Koetel], who resell them to the Chinese.

A chronicle of the Banjare kingdoms of south Borneo dating from about 1663 notes that a representative from Banjare was sent to China, “taking with him ten diamonds, forty pearls, forty emeralds, forty red corals, forty rubies, forty opals, forty loads of beeswax, forty bags of damar, and thousand coils of rattan—a hundred gallons of honey, and ten orangutans.”

Statements like this before the 16th century are extremely rare, meaning that working our way backward in time is to work into the realm of conjecture, but there can be no doubt that Borneo was a powerful “pull” on southeast Asian trade from the early centuries of the first millennium BCE. Gold, dried bark, diamonds and the other goods that came out of Borneo were established parts of Indian spiritual needs and based on lore that seems to have almost been written by—or at least written to the benefit of long-distance, luxury product merchants. Already ancient Vedic priests required incense and gold, even though gold, for example, did not come from India, but from the famed Suvarnabhumi, the name of a land mentioned in ancient Indic sources. Suvarnabhumi means “Golden Land” and is described as
“an island in the ocean, the furthest extremity towards the east of the inhabited world, lying under the rising sun itself.”

Over time, of course, the geography of the Indian Ocean became more concrete, but it was not until the rise of the great Hindu kingdoms in India and the Buddhist kingdom at Anuradhapura in Sri Lanka that east Indian Ocean trade began to seriously escalate. This, together with the end of the Roman Empire, produced a type of “turn” to the east. West-facing ports were supplanted in primacy by east-facing ones. Furthermore, the various kingdoms in India, feeding on the newfound trade opportunities, began to organize themselves by building and endowing large-scaled temples to which an increasing number of devotees were expected to shower wealth. This devotional economy and its trickle-down effect significantly increased the demand for luxury items. From that perspective, one can argue that the mythologically- and spiritually-induced “pull” toward Borneo and similarly far-off places created in its wake a civilizational gap that had to be filled and thickened for it to be a more effective producer of wealth. By the 9th century, the luxury trade was in full swing. When the artists designed the reliefs on the walls of Borobudur that represented the life of Buddha, they added an image showing the forest tribes of Borneo, who can be identified by their tell-tale blowpipes. The men are portrayed clustered on the forest floor shooting darts at the long-tailed monkeys in the trees. On their own, the Borneo forest people do not kill monkeys. Is it possible that they are collecting bezoar stones to trade with?

One of Borneo’s first exports in ancient times was probably camphor, which had a wide range of medicinal, spiritual, and especially aphrodisiacal properties. Irrelevant today as a global commodity, we can forget that even in the centuries BCE it was valued as a gift worthy of sovereigns and more expensive even than gold; it figures, for example, among the items sent by the emperor of China to Alexander. The treasure house at Ctesiphon included one hundred sacks of camphor, a royal fortune! There is no way to know where that camphor came from, but the name that the Indian merchants had for Borneo was Karpuradvipa (Camphor Island). As for diamonds, they were extracted from the riverbeds in the southwest part of the island. It is, of course, not known when diamonds were first discovered on Borneo, but the name that the Javanese gave the island was Puradvipa or Diamond Island. Then there was gold, which was associated with immortality in the Vedas. Gold was not a commodity one finds in India itself. In fact, the Roman author Pliny complained that India was draining Rome of all its gold which it used to pay for Indian luxury goods. With the collapse of the Roman Empire in the fourth century, south Asians were desperate to find other sources. George Coedes even speculated that Indian exploration of southeast Asia might well in fact have been stimulated by the search for gold when western sources dried up. Another valuable, but rarely mentioned commodity was cinnabar ore, out of which mercury is made. It came from mines in Bau, just west of Kuching in northwest Borneo. It was used for
medicine, gold-smithing and lacquer. Once again, there is no way of knowing when cinnabar was first mined, but when Magellan’s boats arrived in Brunei in 1521, they reported that the chiefs ingested mercury, a treatment particularly common to the Chinese world since ancient times. It was certainly exported to India, which had no local sources.\textsuperscript{17}

Gold, diamonds, camphor and cinnabar were only a small part of Borneo’s portfolio of offerings. There were tortoise shells (used by the Chinese as oracle bones); hornbill ivory (which the Chinese valued above true ivory, or even jade, to make belt buckles for high officials); rhinoceros horn (used to treat fever, rheumatism, gout and other disorders); crane crest (used to make dagger crane crest scabbards and rings); beeswax (which has numerous uses, including medicinal, but also for cloth-dyeing in Java); lakawood (a scented heartwood and root wood of a thick liana, Dalbergia parviflora); and Dragon’s Blood, a resin produced from the rattan palms of the genus Daenonomrops gathered by breaking off the layer of red resin encasing the unripe fruit of the rattan. Rolled into balls, it was used for Hindu ceremonies in India; in China, especially during the Ming Dynasty, as a red varnish for wooden furniture; and almost everywhere as a cure-all. The rubber of the gutta-percha tree was an important medicinal commodity exported to China.\textsuperscript{18} Last but not least, there were the edible bird nests, something that the Chinese emperor and his elites had a particular fondness for.\textsuperscript{19} These nests are still today the world’s most expensive food.\textsuperscript{20} English naturalist H. Wilfrid Walker described his arduous voyage into the highlands to witness the death-defying harvesting of the nests from the roof of a cave.\textsuperscript{21} Standing knee deep in guano at the bottom of the cave, he mused to himself that if only he had the courage to dangle on the flimsy ropes to get a nest or two, he “might have come away a wealthy man.”\textsuperscript{22}

Despite its undeniable status as wealth producer, the island does not figure with any prominence in the scholarly literature on Indianization. It is not mentioned in the foundational book \textit{The Making of South East Asia},\textsuperscript{23} by George Coedes, nor is it mentioned in \textit{The Indian Ocean in World History}.\textsuperscript{24}

There are several reasons for this absence. Camphor, diamonds and gold were all lightweight and easily transferable. A few bags of gems and some gold nuggets along with sacks of dried bark and perhaps a sampling of exotic bird feathers to top things off could make a fortune and easily fit in the long, tube-shaped holds of a typical outrigger boat, for example.\textsuperscript{25} There were also many players operating at different scales and with different types of mastes with dozens of possible transit ports, not to mention the innumerable bays and deltas with their own micro-economies. By the time the goods reached India and China, they had changed hands numerous times. The most important reason for the absence of Borneo from our discussions is that the goods moving about in southeast Asian maritime flows make their appearance in the historical records only at the end of their movement across space and time, in other words when they become jewelry, gifts, incense and payments as registered in official proclamations or inscriptions.
Since scholars rely heavily on this type of documentation, their perspective can only be on the end-game. The name of camphor reflects the problem. The word derives from the Italian camfora, which was a medieval Italian word from the Arabic kapur, which was in turn from kapur barus, which means “the chalk of Barus,” Barus being the port located near the modern city of Sibolga on the western coast of Sumatra. Though the entire world thought that camphor came from Barus, it was only the staging point for camphor, much of which came from Borneo.26

Borneo should, of course, not be considered in isolation. Trade between India and the Indonesian kingdoms was well-established by the 3rd century CE.27 The same for Funan on the Mekong Delta, which served as an intermediary between India and China. But in all of these discussions, scholarship on southeast Asian trade tends to bring us to the shores of Borneo, but not further inland.28 To get past the problem, we have to differentiate geographies of trade from geographies of extraction. This means that I have no choice but to turn to the reports written by English, American, or European ethnographers, naturalists, geologists and government officials who came to Borneo beginning in the early 19th century for shorter or longer stays depending on their purpose. Apart from the flora and fauna, they wrote on marriage customs, tattooing, head hunting, war craft and religion, and had viewpoints typical for that period. It was a land, as one commentator wrote in 1821, “infested by numerous races of barbarians or savages, differing from each other in language and ever in a state of hostility.”29 William Walker, who travelled in southeast Asia collecting bird and insect specimens, had a more positive impression of Borneo’s cultures, but the title of his book was the rather intimidating: Wanderings Among South Sea Savages (1909). Some of the perspectives sound more innocuous. The self-proclaimed anthropologist Owen Rutter, for example, wrote in 1929 that in Borneo, “the pagan village is a self-contained, self-sufficing community, independent, if need be, of the outer world.”30 Similarly, the naturalist Carl Bock argues in his book The Head Hunters of Borneo that “they live in utter wildness, . . . almost entirely isolated from all communication with the rest of the world.”31 These Romantic Era interpretations place the emphasis on tribal isolation. Such views aside, there is enough in the various reports in combination with more recent ethnographic studies—particularly those of James Scott and Michael Dove—to begin to stitch together a general picture of what Borneo trade might have looked like before the 18th century and by extrapolation, even during the period of Indianization.

River worlds

The ancient cultures of Borneo were numerous and their ethnographic backgrounds complex, but on the question of trade, the situation becomes somewhat simpler, as there were basically three different zones of interaction.
The river mouth, the upstream areas and the forests. Today, the remnants of the latter two, the upriver and forest communities, are often lumped together under the rubric Dayak. Though Dayak is a Borneo word for one of the tribes, it probably means something akin to “man.” Calling everyone Dayak was a convenience for the English, who also differentiated between Sea Dayak and Land Dayak. This is problematic since Borneo communities did not differentiate themselves in this way. Yes, those who lived along the sea were different in many respects from those who lived in the uplands, but the name of a particular community was derived from the sacred river along which it lived. So deep is the river embedded in consciousness, that in almost all the ancient languages of Borneo the word for water is the same as the word for river; “when water is brought up into the house it is still the river when they drink, they drink the river; when they boil their rice they boil in the river when they name their children they pour the river over them.” Even the names of most villages were river-based. Long-glat meant “at the mouth of the river Glat.” Orang Sungei meant “River People.” Furthermore, the world was organized as an up-and-down to these rivers. Ngadju meant “Upstream.” Uma-Tempai meant “House at the Tepai” (a tributary of the Mahakam). Further upstream, one found more mobile, forest-based societies, known generally today as the Penan. Though they did not make boats, they too were usually known by the river around which they migrated. The Penan called the traders who ventured into their territory “from the river-mouth.”

The ancient Borneo river cultures did not see themselves as living on an island in a vast sea. The sea—even for the so-called Sea Dayak—was nothing but yet another widening of the river mouth of which the particular river on which they lived was a tributary. The global imaginary—if one could phrase it thus—would be drawn in the form of an ever-widening river with the Malay, the Chinese and the others living at the widest part. The world was not a globe, but an increasingly wider plane sloping downhill. Toward the upper reaches there would be the sacred landscapes of mountains, hills and areas where the spirits live.

There are ... many sacred hills, rivers, and lakes wherein dwell certain powerful demons who govern the spirits. In this nether world, some say that there are trees and plants and animals ...; this point, however, seemed open to considerable doubt in the minds of some whom I questioned, while others had so definite an idea of it that they drew maps to show the positions of the different regions. They seemed to regard it as a large river, along whose tributaries dwelt the various classes of departed spirits.

Borneo cultures were animist, meaning that humans exist in a complex relationship to a world that includes sacred landscapes and the spirits of ancestors. Shamans served as the key mediators between the human and spiritual world. Birds were consulted before any kind of activity. Gold, for
example, was a living spirit and was used not as money, but was buried in the earth near rice paddies to invigorate its productivity. Camphor was also a spirit, and because it knows in advance what the camphor hunters are after, it can punish them in any number of ways. As a result, the men had to take great precaution and, for example, not mention the word camphor, but instead use the phrase “the thing that smells.” If the hunt went well, the workers couldfind a hollow trunk with several feet of crystallized camphor, a veritable fortune. If something went wrong, all they would find was an empty log with liquid gum at the bottom, which was quite useless.

The same was true for nests made by swallows (Hirundo esculenta) that were seen as bringing good luck, thus they were not to be hunted or harmed. Though guards lived in the cave to protect the nests, their work was made much easier by the fact that the caves were watched over “by an army of ghosts” so fearsome that the porters who brought Walker to see the nests would not venture near. The harvesting was done only after “a good omen in the shape of a good dream [came] to one of the chief owners of the caves.”

People lived in longhouses set up on stilts high above the river shores, each longhouse an economic unit unto itself containing two hundred or more people. Villages consisted of one or more of these longhouses headed by lineages of elders (Figure 4.1). There were also commoners and slaves, all of whom play their respective roles in the right-knit world. Upriver longhouse cultures, however, did not trade directly with arriving boats. That was done by shoe-based people, whose descendants are now usually called the Malays, and were originally from places in Vietnam, Java, China and Burma. It has been suggested that the Funan elites from Vietnam were the first coastal intermediaries—the first Malays, so to speak—dating maybe back to 100 BCE or as is quite likely, even earlier. These intermediaries had, upon their arrival, married the daughters and sons of the various local chiefs in order to secure tribal “buy-in” to their efforts. In this way, they developed shared aristocratic lineages that allowed them to dominate the upstream trade. We get a glimpse of how this worked when the Spanish ships from the Magellan expedition arrived at Brunei in 1521. Their discussion with the sultan who controlled the northern shores took place in his palace, in which a statement from the Europeans was repeated from a lower-ranked chief to a higher-ranked chief up to the king.

The shore communities were all excellent boat-builders, but the primary role of boats was not to travel long distances, but to control arriving boats and protect them as they approached the shore. The two-level war boats of the so-called Sea Dayak were certainly marvelous and described by the English in the 19th century; “as well constructed and very fast, holding sixty or seventy men ... It is no uncommon thing for the Dayaks to pull [at the oars] for eighteen hours with only short intervals of rest sufficient to boil and cook their rice.” Much of the trade was in fact done on the arriving boats, though larger items were traded on the docks. As to the voyagers, who in later centuries consisted primarily of Malay and the Bugis from Sulawesi, of course they had
their representatives in the shore communities with each river mouth, and generally speaking, exported different sets of goods. The English in the early 19th century identified a robust cross-oceanic trade with fleets of many dozen boats, each carrying about fifty men, travelling to and from Borneo twice a year. "Few persons would like to trust themselves in one of these crazy tubs during a run of 900 or 1000 leagues, without a nautical instrument of any kind." One of the fundamental realities of sea trade was that the more successful a port became, the more pirate communities sprung up in neighboring inlets. Borneo's river-mouth cultures played the double-edged game depending on circumstances; protecting their interests by suppressing local competition; and themselves exploiting the shipping lanes of others.

Scholars have used the term thalassocracy to describe this type of culture, one that we see developing in various parts of southeast Asia. But the word can be misleading in the Borneo context since it emphasizes maritime economics. In Borneo, the core mission of the river-mouth communities was to control access to the rivers, not to impose a will onto people across the sea. Furthermore, different elites developed at the different coastal regions, specializing in different commodities. Instead of a thalassocracy, perhaps one can coin the word "aktisocracy" from ακτή (akti) meaning "shore," and κρατεῖν (kratein) meaning "to rule".
The hybridic shore-elites organized the acquisition of goods in preparation for the trading season, and this meant that they had to negotiate with the various upriver communities that provided the forest goods. It was a distinctly two-sided enterprise. Since most of the river mouths were quite wide, the first upriver longhouse could be a hundred miles or more from the port, and usually at a distinctive moment in the landscape where the forest closes in on the narrowing river.

The upriver communities who supplied many of the goods had a relatively short list of needs, the most important being jars (Figure 4.2). In ancient times, some form of basket was certainly used, but in the period already before the Song Dynasty, the longhouse communities began to have a particular fondness for large, colorful Chinese, kiln-fired jars. The jars held special foods, oils and salt. In China such jars—Martaban jars as they are now known—were made to serve as durable, water-tight transportation containers. The Islamic traveler, Ibn Battuta, who visited lower Myanmar in 1350 CE wrote: “The Princess made me a present consisting of four huge Martaban jars filled with ginger, pepper, citron and mango, all prepared with salt, as for a sea-voyage.” In Borneo, the jars were not just containers, but valued in and for themselves. They were key to the life and identity of the longhouse. Along with gongs that were used to announce various events, jars and other items were displayed in the longhouse on a raised platform across the entrance, transforming the longhouse into the cosmological, spiritual center for its group.

A longhouse elder did not care where a jar or gong came from, but bringing it up from the shore increased its owner’s semangat. Semangat,
which historian Anthony Reid has characterized as "soul-stuff," is a type of vital principle that permeates the universe. Somewhat equivalent to the idea of kami in Japan, it is present in everything from rocks and plants to animals, and even man. Semangat is not static. In the human, for example, it can rise and fall depending on circumstances; when it rises in the soul of a man, it improves his quality of leadership to become something akin to what we might call charisma. The wealth that derived from semangat was considered not in terms of property, but in services rendered. The potency of a man's semangat is thus not acquired by work in the form of sweat and labor, but by its apparent effortlessness (which the English misdiagnosed as laziness when they arrived due to the hot weather). For a chief or elder, it was this "effortlessness" that brought the jars.

One can imagine the jars as battery packs that brought life—in a very real sense—to the longhouse. The more jars, the stronger the life-force. Unlike batteries, however, the older the jars were, the stronger they became. Some jars possessed oracular powers. A late 19th-century English description reads as such:

One very valuable jar, named Gissi, was brought, a common-looking article, small, and one that would certainly have been trampled on by strangers, but it is supposed to possess mysterious qualities— one of them being, that if anything be placed in it over night, the quantity will increase before morning; even water will be found several inches deeper. It is wrapped in cloth and treated with every mark of respect. People crawl in its presence, and touch and kiss it with the greatest care.

During the period of the Sultanate of Brunei, from the 14th century onward, even the Sultan had a jar. It was covered with a golden cloth and could actually speak to him.

Beads played an equally important role. Imparting physical strength and inner brilliance, they were signs of status, marking out social rankings within tribes. Lower classes were rarely allowed to wear beads. Beads were also used in exchange for slaves. If a person was captured during a tribal conflict, a family could use beads as ransom payment. Some beads possessed powerful healing properties, especially among the upriver tribes where beads protected the soul, allayed the spells of enemies and fought against armies of malevolent spirits. Beads were also used as gifts to the spirit world.

It is the custom among the Bukits, one of the most primitive tribes, for the youths, when they reach the bank of a new river, to divest themselves of every article of clothing, save a chaplet of leaves, which they twist from the vines near at hand; then crouching at the edge of the water, they toss some personal ornament, such as a brass ear-ring or a bright bead, far out into mid-stream, and at the same instant scoop up a handful of the water; gazing earnestly into the few drops which they
though, they invoke the spirits of the river to protect them, and implore
permission to enter the new territory.37

Though the people of Borneo could easily have made their own beads,
imported beads had special value, particularly small glass beads brought
by traders from distant lands. Not any beads would do. Particular tribes
needed particular colors for particular purposes. In marriage ceremonies,
for example, yellow, black, blue, dark blue and so forth, all had specific
meanings.38

Another commodity that most of the longhouses held in high esteem was
salt, not in granular form, but as a brick. There are numerous salt seeps in
Borneo, so it was not salt as such that was needed, but the imported brick.
Its owner would store it in the sacred jars and would in fact, only use it
rarely. Salt was most likely imported from what is today south China, from
Nanzhoa, or later, Dali. The cakes were brought down to shore, with the
Funan traders finishing the deal.39 When they reached Borneo, the further
upstream, the greater the value. As one commentator noted, a trader could
make “a gross profit of over $200 on every sack of salt the trader cared to
take to the Labao country.”40 And finally, there are a range of specialty items
that one or the other tribe needed, as remarked upon by Charles Hose, an
amateur zoologist, writing in 1912,

It is worthy of note that the Kayans have long used and highly prize for
the decoration of their swords the hair of the Tibetan goat dyed a dark
red, and have continued to obtain the hair at a great price form the
Malay and Chinese traders.41

Jars, beads, salt and other specialty items, including copper or brass wire for
bracelets, and later, iron as part of a package deal, were very much real and
valuable as they were needed by the lun do (“people of quality”) who headed
up longhouse society. To be successful, these lun do had to provision big
feasts, equip raiding parties, lead migrations, or build longhouses. Their
marriages involved a complicated exchange of these prestige objects, such as
slaves, livestock and money, but also jars, beads and weapons.42

Though the usual word to describe this in modern anthropology is status,
the word does not imply a puffed-up culture of ostentation. Status here is an
inner quality that allows the person to navigate the complexity of the spirit
world more easily than those without it. A person with high status is seen as
a person who has a stronger connection to the spirit world. But there are no
guarantees and a spate of bad luck, as we might phrase it, can reduce a
person’s semangat. Obviously, the kings in Vietnam and India also worked
on the principle of status, but those people had alternative and secondary
means by which to acquire and enforce it. For the lun do, it was the only
game along the river. It was acquired, not required. It allowed an elder
clearer access to the spirit world. It gave him a path within that complexity
that others did not have. Stated differently, semangat was the oil in the
system. It was what kept the goods flowing, and just as important to
Indianization as the needs of Hindu priests and kings.

Forest exchanges

Imagine boats arriving at the shores of Borneo with jars filled with beads
and salt, with later boats adding iron, textiles and other commodities to the
mix. From the shore, the goods made their way upriver in boats still under
the control of shore communities with perhaps an occasional Chinese or
Malay intermediary. Where the river became impassable, there was a trading
post and the goods were unloaded. A description of the goods was sent out
to the nearby villages in a four- to five-day journey’s radius. The men of the
village arrive to take the goods and disappear with them to the village
longhouse “without the slightest article being pilfered,” as the English wrote
back in their reports. The tribe assembles and the goods are inspected.
Present are made to the headman, who takes precedence in choosing what
he would like, and on down the rank. The price is fixed and an agreement is
reach regarding payments. The traders, however, are not interested in craft
items, nor does the tribe produce craft items for trade. Payment is made in
the form of bee’s wax, camphor, bird’s nest, or whatever the local community
mines and can procure from the forest.

We come to what will become the crux of the matter. The longhouse does
not have these goods in waiting on the shelves. Instead, men are sent out to
the forest to gather the goods. In the meantime, the trader has to wait,
remaining at the longhouse at the expense of the community for a month or
more until everything is assembled. The goods are then brought to his boat
and he leaves to finish the journey back down to the shore.

The story does not end here. These communities in turn brought the
goods even further upstream in dugouts of shallow draught, pushing and
pulling them past the rapids to designated exchange spots. The nomadic
forest tribes were hardly isolated cultures. Anthropologist Bernard Sellato,
one of the few contemporary scholars who has looked at tribal trade, found
that the nomadic forest tribes were not remote primitives as described in
early 20th-century anthropology, but an integral part of the extractional pro-
cesses. The exchange of goods would take place at particular times, usually
around the period of rice harvest. In that way, the forest tribes could get rice
without—from their point of view—having to do much work for it. It has
been reported that the contact between the forest tribes and their down-
stream traders did not take place face-to-face. Rather, the goods are set out
on a log and the traders would remove themselves by hiding behind some
nearby trees. The forest men would inspect the goods and leave what they
thought was a fair exchange. They would then also retire behind the trees. If
the Dayak did not like the result, they would make some adjustment, adding
or subtracting goods back and forth until everyone walked away satisfied.
Like their downriver cousins, the nomadic forest tribe wanted the usual status enhancement items: salt, beads, iron axe blades, items of copper or brass and even jars, though the jars were hidden in caves. Ethnographers have pointed out that some of the river longhouse groups had their own forest group contacts, thus enhancing their trade capacity.

The settled tribesmen of any region find this trade so profitable that they regard the harmless nomads with friendly feelings, learn their language and avoid and reprobate any harsh treatment of them that might drive to leave their district.9

The exchanges do not go as easily as outlined here, for the group of men who set out to acquire the goods often had to travel far from the village. And the further from the village they went, the greater the likelihood that the group would encounter various type of dangerous spirits. Adherence to omens regarding these spirits would inevitably slow the group or even stop it from proceeding until favorable omens were noticed. As a rather irritated American “explorer” wrote:

I am very sure that [their divinity] saddled them with a dire affliction when he introduced to them the omen-birds; more procrastination, failure of expeditions, and exasperation of soul can be laid to the score of these birds than to anything else on earth. There is hardly an undertaking, however slight, that can be begun without first consulting these wretched birds. Yet it is hardly to be wondered at, that all tribes should hold the birds to be little prophets of the jungle, dashing across man’s path, at critical moments, to bless or to ban... Once our whole party of eight or ten boats had to pull up at the bank and walk through the jungle for a quarter of a mile or so to make a bothersome white-headed hawk think that he had mistaken the object of our expedition.70

An impatient twenty-one-year-old English ornithologist recalled during an expedition in 1932:

All the local tribes are very superstitious. Good and bad omens can interfere with the best-laid plans, especially when an unpleasant or difficult job is on hand. Our first week in the Base Camp was completely disorganized by an unfortunate omen snake, which was finally placated with much ceremony—hens, eggs and borak rice-spirit. Spider-hunters (Arachnothera), which are perhaps the commonest bird in the rainforest, are the main omens. Normally, no particular notice is taken of them, but on an expedition into new country or up an unclimbed mountain, where the natives are unwilling to go, bad omens are always available.71
From the longhouse point of view, the men had to work in concert with the bird and animal spirits in order to gain proper access to forest products, which were often under the control of other tribes. The Penans, for example, were generally considered expert in locating camphor, so groups requiring camphor would have to deal with them. And even then, they could do it only after a favorable dream. Odoardo Beccari, an Italian naturalist who visited the island in the 1870s, noted that his guide, Kam-Uan, "was of opinion that this tree ought to be now rich in camphor, judging by the smell given off by the chips of its wood." But Kam-Uan would not let Beccari chop the tree down. The guide promised that "he would return to look for it as soon as he had dreamt a favourable dream." It was, Beccari wrote somewhat sarcastically, only "the fortunate one who has dreamt the dream of good omen begins to tap the chosen trunk." To prove to his guides the invalidity of their procedures, Beccari opened up a tree that he thought had camphor only to find a useless goo at the bottom. In other words, forest goods, even for the locals, were not just for the taking. The rules of engagement in a spirit-saturated economy were complex, time-consuming and not to be trifled with.

The whole process of exchange was conducted without markets, which only appeared in downstream areas with the Muslim and Chinese, who were generally loath to travel upstream. The process was also conducted without warehouses or any particular preplanning and storage of goods. For the shore cultures, who played both sides of the game, knowing how it all worked combined with a good sense of patience lay at the heart of a successful extraction policy. Knowing the forest was not just being good "animist," as we might phrase it today—it was a form of knowing, in its own right. The longhouses were not extracting material from the forest, but from the spirit world, a distinction that is usually lost in discussion on trade.

**Ancestor spirit millionaires**

The above substantiates the argument made by Bennet Bronson, who proposed a useful model to understand the coastal states of southeast Asia, particularly the more thinly settled areas with limited agricultural cultivation. These river-mouth societies prospered because they controlled internal and external trade. By supplying goods to distant elites, in return, these distant, more advanced realms "supplied goods which may themselves serve as political instruments, as emblems of rank or legitimation, and as gifts through which the loyalty of subordinate centers can be maintained." The model was an important step in identifying river-based economies, such as the ones in Borneo, as having a dynamic that was separate and distinct from, and just subservient to palace-based economies.

Borneo presents us with an added question that might not be so relevant in other places. Why did the system work so well and for so long? Contrast Borneo with Vietnam, where, according to William Southworth, the river
system remained the key component of political power until the eighth and ninth centuries, when an expansion of agriculture and settlement into the interfluvial plains, and the increasing development of road networks and communication, allowed more powerful, regional state systems to emerge.⁷⁷ Though Borneo did change in other respects, as I will discuss later, Borneo did not experience these types of changes until the 19th and 20th centuries.

To argue that the lack of change was a result of its isolation and lack of relevance to southeast Asian trade is wrong. As we know, it was not only not isolated, it was also extremely relevant to southeast Asian trade. At first, the answer seems relatively simple: The shore-based cultures, and their various non-Bornean hackers exploited an inherent imbalance of desires. It was what made Borneo so lucrative to begin with. The traders who arrived in Borneo, like the Europeans who arrived in the Americas, would exchange what for them were trinkets for items of more value. Gold, for example, was easily panned in several places. A 19th-century English geologist who analyzed gold deposits in Borneo wrote that, “so much gold is reported to occur in this area of the country, that when a stick smeared with gum is pushed into the ground, it comes out covered with gold-dust.”⁷⁸ Still today, a lucky hiker can find gold nuggets along forest river edges.⁷⁹ But gold was not valued by the longhouse communities, a fact that the early traders from India noticed (just like the later-day English). It was, one can say, their lucky day.⁸⁰ In fact, as the naturalist A. H. Everett wrote in the early 19th century, “None of the savage tribes of this [northern] part of Borneo seem ever to have made use of this metal, notwithstanding their intercourse with the Malays, and in a less degree with the Chinese . . . I have never known an instance of a Sea Dayak or Land Dayak, a Kyan or Bakatan, seeking gold of his own account, and manufacturing it into any description of ornament, however rude.”⁸¹

An English report notes that the Dayak’s “ignorance and simplicity are often taken advantage of by a lot of Malaya for their own ends, who cheat and swindle these aborigines to their heart’s content,” as if the English were not doing the same and worse!⁸² Another writer describes how “an ignorant customer” bought a jar for the astonishing amount of £400.⁸³ Yet another observer wrote in 1912:

Besides these old jars there are now to be found in most of the Sea Dayak houses many jars of modern Chinese manufacture, some of which are very skilful [sic] imitations of the old types; and though the Dayak is a connoisseur in these matters, and can usually distinguish the new from the old, he purchases willingly the cheap modern imitations of the old, because they are readily mistaken by the casual observer for the more valuable varieties.⁸⁴

There can be no doubt that the history of the assumption of easy money and easy deception dates back to the very beginning of the Borneo trade in the first centuries BCE when traders could get gold for beads. A large part of the wealth generated by southeast Asian metrical nature. Beads were mass-produced where they were already made out of millennium BCE.⁸⁵ Bead-making was, in fact, since it was such a key element in south from south India, which had established to the Funan in Vietnam then by the moment the Chinese got into the action, they were not part of the southeast century possibly, as evidenced by a dayak. Clearly once the Dayak acquired the jars and beads were mass-produced in action, in Burma, Thailand and Vietnam. Vijaya, located in the Binh Dinh prov. had even sent a bead-maker to Borneo at cost. The English observer noted, of course, there is much profit.⁸⁶

In his own way, even the Sultan got Islamized, they had to give up their jars and beads. But the Sultan, as we reason. The fewer the number of jars, the lesser the trade would come to give him ritu he would give in return “a little water, a little water, a little water, a little water.”⁸⁷ It is a brilliant The Sultan of Brunei knew not only water but water.

However, if the trade in jars, beads, Civilizationizing cunning (often discuss the flattening rubric of “trade”), both a bargain, especially since many of the wanted were of lesser or no value to us their perspectives, almost free if only, long enough to get what they needed. The century commented in his notes that the extreme value of [campfire procured exchange for a bamboo of] Idan did know the value of camphor culture, was valued higher than gold home be probably said to his friends, the extreme value of salt, that I can bamboo of salt.” The same is true for the Igbo that anyone would want to a good fortune to possess such a thing, that area had become rich.⁸⁸ His dau.
the wealth generated by southeast Asian “trade” was, in fact, of this asymmetrical nature. Beads were mass-produced in India, in Cambay mostly, where they were already made out of carnelian, onyx and agate in the first millennium BCE. Bead-making was, however, a highly-protected enterprise, since it was such a key element in southeast Asia profit-making. It expanded from south India, which had established an early monopoly on its production to the Funan in Vietnam then by the ninth century to Java, and at some moment the Chinese got into the act. Though they made beads since early on, they were not part of the southeast Asia trade networks until the tenth century possibly, as evidenced by a distinctive glass style that one finds in Borneo. Clearly once the Dayak acquired the taste for Chinese-styled jars, the jars and beads were mass-produced in China and then later, closer to the action, in Burma, Thailand and Vietnam, one such site being the kilns at Vijaya, located in the Bình Định province. By the 17th century, the Chinese had even sent a bead-maker to Borneo itself, thus cutting down transportation cost. The English observer noted, of course, “They say that in his matters there is much profit.”

In his own way, even the Sultan got into the act. As the Sea Dayak became Islamized, they had to give up their former beliefs and sell or destroy their jars and beads. But the Sultan, as we saw, did not destroy his, and for good reason. The fewer the number of jars, the more important his was. When tribesmen would come to give him ritual gifts, some bird’s nests for example, he would give in return “a little water from [his] sacred jar with which to besprinkle their fields.” It is a brilliant example of the cunning of exchange. The Sultan of Brunei knew not only where his bread was buttered, but how to butter it.

However, if the trade in jars, beads, salt and miracle water was part of the civilizational cunning (often discussed in the scholarly literature under the flattening rubric of “trade”), both sides thought that they were making a bargain, especially since many of the things that the downstream cultures wanted were of lesser or no value to upstream communities and were, from their perspectives, almost free if only, of course, they could trick the spirits long enough to get what they needed. When an Englishman in the early 20th century commented in his notes that “so little does the Orang Iban [Ibans] know of the extreme value of camphor, that a bamboo of camphor may be procured in exchange for a bamboo of salt,” he did not realize that the Orang Iban did know the value of camphor. Salt, for reasons unique to their culture, was valued higher than gold. When that Orang Iban man went home he probably said to his friends, “so little does the White man know of the extreme value of salt, that I can give him a bamboo of camphor for a bamboo of salt.” The same is true for bird’s nest. The Dayak were certainly puzzled that anyone would want to eat a bird’s nest and thought it to their good fortune to possess such a thing. And indeed, the chief who controlled that area had become rich. His daughter was well provided for in beads. As one traveler in the mid-19th century noted:
Were I to endeavor to estimate the price in produce she and the parents had paid for this hip-lace (of beads), the amount would appear fabulous. She showed me one for which they had given eleven pound's weight of the finest bird's nests, or at the Singapore market price, thirty-five pounds sterling.\textsuperscript{32}

Even Beccari remarked that:

The evident prosperity, I might say opulence, of the Tubao Kayans was due to their camphor and gutta-percha, which they trade for cotton cloth, glass Venetian beads, and especially for gongs and thick brass wire, which are highly valued by them . . . Nipa salt is also in high estimation, but less so than amongst tribes who live farther from the sea.\textsuperscript{29}

So when we—scholars—discuss the history of trade we might fail to realize that Borneo longhouses were not trading in the narrow sense of the term. From their point of view, they were extracting status out of the downriver people. Just as there was a "pull" that brought Indian, Funan, Malay and Chinese traders to the shores of Borneo, the pull driven by the promise of easy profit, there was a reverse "pull" that brought sacred jars, salt and beads—the status-producing/enhancing package—up into the forest. It can be called the River Effect. One can contrast the perspective of India and China with the perspective of the longhouse. The former sees forest goods and easy wealth, the latter sees spirit intensifiers and semangat. Navigating the dangerous ocean has to be linked with navigating the dangerous forest.

Since it was the amount of semangat an elder had in his community that allowed him to put together hunting parties to acquire forest material, the higher an elder's status, the more he could acquire. The word that came to indicate a man of high semangat was "Orang Kaya," which the English translated as "rich man." And there were many. But even they were not the richest people in the land. The entities with the greatest semangat were the ancestors. They received all the wealth lost in rivers by the capsizing of boats in the rapids," and as such were described as "exceedingly rich." They were the island's millionaires, so to speak.\textsuperscript{34}

O.W. Wolters has pointed out how in southeast Asia, foreign materials become incorporated into local realities, but in Borneo, I argue, we have to see the spirit world not as the recipient of "foreign" items, but as the force driving the economy in the first place.\textsuperscript{37} The spirits in that sense generated wealth not just for the elites in Vietnam, Malaysia, India and China, but also for the people living on the slopes of the mountains. These wealthy spirit ancestors produced just as much pull on the system as the kings of India. From the perspective of these ancestor spirits, places that we call India, Malaysia and China were not great civilizations, but nothing more than their downriver suppliers. Ancestrality was, therefore, not just part of an animist belief system. It was, to change the terms, an economic system in its own right. The outside world, in Borneo.

The problem for historian of trade entities.\textsuperscript{36} Ancestor temples, or go to without these wealthy goods to India and China revises the role in history.

The failure of Kutai Martadipura

In the fifth century, one of the most important commercial centers for specialists who set up shop of Indianization will usually called the "Kutai Martadipura" was created around 350 on the island of Kalimantan. It is no accident—it is close to the great Stone pillars with Sanskrit inscriptions commemorate local Dayak chieftains and that it was called the "Kutai Martadipura," which means "wealthy," and who was also a "priest"). Since -varman was in commonalit at Kanchi, it could be conjectured as south-central India.\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{59}}

The rise of Kutai Martadipura was the Silk Route luxury trade.\textsuperscript{59} The great civilizational end, the greater the urge. The expanding economy created in Java, Vietnam, Cambodia and elsewhere attempted "Indianization" of Borneo. The impediment was the failure to develop only developed much later). This mud and inadequate soils. The soils of Kalimantan were seemingly too acidic to support modern drainage techniques.\textsuperscript{61}

There could also have been cultures of their own longhouse polities that could also, but that probably resisted the effi-
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its own right. Though its magic, so to speak, worked throughout the Asian world, in Borneo it developed a unique type of logic.

The problem then from a historiographic point of view is that today, no historian of trade would dare to include ancestor spirits as viable trading entities. Ancestors do not provide ledgers, make inscriptions, commission temples, or go to war. And yet, in the context of southeast Asian trade, without these wealthy, invisible entities as a motor in the system, the flow of goods to India and China would have taken on a significantly less dramatic role in history.

The failure of Kutai Martadipur

In the fifth century, one of the island’s aktisocracies tried to develop a more proper palace culture, bringing in the usual contingent of Brahmin, ritual specialists who set up shop as religious overlords. It is here that historians of Indianization will usually mention Borneo for the first time. The kingdom was the Kutai Martadipur (not its original name, which is unknown) and it was created around 350 on the southern flank of the island. Its location was no accident—it is close to the extraction sites of edible bird’s nests and gold. Stone pillars with Sanskrit inscriptions indicate that the first ruler was a local Dayak chieftain and that it was his son who took on an Indian name, Aśwawarman, and who was also called vaṃśa-kartṛ (“dynasty-founder/priest”). Since -varman was in common use by the Pallavas (with their capital at Kanchi), it could be conjectured that these merchants stemmed from south-central India.

The rise of Kutai Martadipur was directly related to the expansion of the Silk Route luxury trade. The greater the wealth-consuming needs at the civilizational end, the greater the urgency to push upstream at the other end. The expanding economy created in its wake the great palace-cultures on Java, Vietnam, Cambodia and elsewhere, and yet, as far as we know, the attempted “Indianization” of Borneo fizzled out. It seems that the main impediment was the failure to develop large-scale, rice cultivation (which only developed much later). This might have been the result of the terrain and inadequate soils. The soils of Kalimantan, unlike those of central Java, were seemingly too acidic to support extensive rice cultivation without modern drainage techniques.

There could also have been cultural factors in that the major rivers had their own longhouse polities that could not only exist independently of each other, but that probably resisted the efforts to unify themselves into a dutiful, rice-paddy people. Though it is not sure when rice came to Borneo, rice remained stubbornly rooted to the scale of the longhouse. And the further one moves upstream, the less likely the longhouse would acquiesce to a palace-based worldview. In a traditional Dayak world, if the people of a longhouse are dissatisfied with the conduct of their chief, they will retire to their paddy fields and build temporary houses there. If over time the matter
is not resolved, a new longhouse will be built and a new chief elected to rule
over it, while the old chief remains in the old house with a reduced following,
consisting mainly of his near relatives.102 The forest longhouse groups were
even more egalitarian in nature.

We can now read an inscription at Kutai Martadipur in context. It proudly
states that the king conquered his neighbors in battle. But what the king
quickly learned, and what was not on the inscription, was that his control
was extremely limited. Even the English had difficulty asserting themselves
beyond the river deltas.103

The experiment at Indianization may have failed, but that does not mean
that the role Borneo played in larger geopolitical parameters of Indianization
was any less important. Much to the contrary! It was only just beginning,
for what remained durable, were the aktisocracies of various scales, most
of them dominated in one way or another through shifting trade alliances
by non-Bornean regional powers. This arrangement had been established
and accepted by the locals who had integrated it into their spirit world
economy as far back as 200 BCE. In other words, the local tribal communities
with their aktisocratic encirclement were sufficient for the task of wealth
extraction. The result is similar to what James C. Scott in The Art of Not
Being Governed, an Anarchist History of Upland Southeast Asia (2009)
calls a state-repelling feature: Egalitarianism is a social structure that often
makes it difficult for a state to extend its rule into forest communities.104

However, it was not just internal momentum that swayed events. The
various "nouveau riche" rulers of Sumatra, Java and Vietnam were less-than-
eager to see the rise of a rival kingdom to their east. This might help explain
the mystery of Borneo gold. Robert S. Wicks, in his study of southeast
Asian trade networks, produced a telling map in this respect. It shows where
gold coins were found and used in southeast Asia. By the 13th century, they
are almost everywhere, from Java to Burma and across to the Philippines.105
Not a single dot on Borneo. Among the most obvious reasons is that the
longhouse cultures did not see coins as a status symbol and the idea of
accumulating money to pay for goods was anathema to their exchange
perspectives, which were designed not around trade, but around spirit world
enhancement. The elders may have well understood the magical aspects
of gold, but most evidence points to the circumstance that here too it was
searched for mainly as a means to ends.106

It is also more than possible that the powers that worked the gold did not
want Borneo cultures to develop the skill of smithing. Skilled jobs had to
remain at the level of the palace cultures. Scholars now argue, in fact, that
what was formerly known as Java gold, was, in actuality, gold that came
from Borneo, since gold sources on Java were limited.107 There is no doubt
that Java’s rapid rise had much to do with its capacity to control the Borneo
gold trade and to separate extraction from manufacturing. In the eighth
century, the Shailendra Dynasty on Java was one of several "nouveau riche"
kingdoms that emerged on this principle. Famous for their goldsmithing,
they even produced their own gold coins, the *mas*, or the larger *tabil* (which equal 16 *mas*). This might help explain why the Majapahit from Java invaded south Borneo in the 14th century, not just to suppress the rise of the potential state of Nansarunai, which was established by the Ma'anyan Dayaks, but to keep Borneo within well-established parameters. In essence it was in Java's best economic interest to make sure that Borneo's akhisocratic system remained a local one, thinly positioned around the island's shores. Maximum profit could be gained not by controlling the resources, but simply by placing the island in a containment field that, though messy, polyvalent and certainly porous, could be sufficiently manipulated by the major regional players from across the water.

The Malay-connected Banjar kingdom came to dominate the south, whereas the Chinese developed their points of contact mainly along the north coast, especially once they decided to bypass the Champa ports such as Oc Eo and Indrapura on the coast of Vietnam. By the tenth century, a micro-state had emerged on the northeast coast of Borneo, Po-ni, as it was called in China, had contacts with the Song Dynasty, and at some point, even entered into a tributary relationship with China. Unlike the Javanese, who seemingly looked suspiciously at state formation in the island's southern reaches, the Chinese viewed it more favorably, since it better matched their bureaucratic expectations. When the Majapahit came to control the southern shores in the 14th century, Po-ni fell into decline, only to be revived with the establishment of the Malay-originating, Sultanate of Brunei in 1368, which had connections to both China and the Sultanate of Malacca, and in the mid-15th century had expanded its influence to Sumatra and beyond. Almost every discussion of southeast Asian trade will point this out, but neither Po-ni nor the Sultanate controlled anything beyond the shore communities. It was not the forests that made the island so impenetrable to Indianization or early Islamization, nor the presumed savagery of its inhabitants. It was the affluence of its animist communities, which produced a type of stand-off, so to speak, against civilizational encroachments.

**Upstream affluence**

We can now create a working image of Borneo in the pre-modern era. Borneo possessed a structured and self-organized forest culture in the interior, tuned in its own particular way to the extractional needs of the "civilized" world across the water. The genius of the system was that the things that the Chinese and Indians and their intermediaries wanted did not match with the things that the Borneo tribes wanted. There was no direct competition for resources. This basic principle is not to be overlooked.

However, since the two worlds needed each other, the result was a hybridic shore culture that served as a containment field—a tertiary element, so to speak—purposefully isolating the inland tribes from the civilizations over the horizon so as to better master the necessary exchanges in the forests; nor
were these aktsocrats ever allowed to be really strong enough to call the shots. Though they contributed substantially to the luxury trade of southeast Asia, they were themselves never truly “Indianized.” They were containing and themselves contained, betwixt and between—a type of glue that allowed the “cunning of exchange” to work both ways. And so to concentrate on the issue of “state formation”—around which so much of the history of southeast Asia revolves—is to miss the fact that sea-based trade operated in a proportional relationship with upstream river and forest cultures. The productive, if not foundational, role that forest cultures had in shaping southeast Asian trade was studied by James Scott. At Borneo, we can go further to argue that Indianization needed the forest cultures to remain un-Indianized so that the transaction between civilization and upriver society could remain productive at both ends. Indianization, therefore, was vested just as much in establishing robust palace cultures as in self-limiting its reach into the forests. After all, as long as the upriver and forest cultures remained un-Indianized, the prices of the commodities remained simply the price of transportation plus beads! There was an ecological-style balance to the up-and-down movement of desires that linked palace, shore and forest, each feeding from and sustaining the other. The upriver tribes of Borneo probably never realized just how the coherency of their spirit world protected them from civilizational encroachments.

I would like to add to Scott’s thesis the concept of a spirit world affluence, even if that affluence is not written in ways that any of us can comprehend anymore. Affluence might seem like an unusual word to use in the context of ancestor spirits, but it helps us move past our received image of “animist” cultures living in concert with their forest environments. Before Indianization, Borneo’s communities, like so many First Society cultures, lived in relative isolation and benefited from their position within an extraordinarily rich ecological zone. In this way, the Borneo cultures were not unlike the Haida on the northwest coast of Canada where there was no dearth of food and resources. And indeed, food was never a problem on Borneo. That many hunter-gatherers should be considered affluent in this respect was first proposed by Marshall Sahlins in 1966. The argument went against the grain of the assumption that hunter-gathering was a fight against starvation. Sahlins noted that hunter-gatherers lived in a society in which “all the people’s wants are easily satisfied.” And indeed, his thesis with some modifications has born itself out, especially in environments like Borneo’s where there was a rich ecological diversity. The pre-contact Borneo people were in that sense certainly “affluent.”

I want to take Sahlins’ argument into the domain of the post-contact, starting from the early days of Indianization, perhaps already in the early centuries BCE. The Borneoians quickly learned that their forest provided more than just food. They learned that the increasingly powerful river-mouth people had a particular interest in their forest, and that by supplying forest goods to the downriver people, they could upriver a different set of

Meanwhile, by the 13th century, the economic conditions in Southeast Asia, driven by maritime trade, were very different. The downriver communities of Borneo were no longer isolated from each other, and the economy was no longer based on the production of goods for local consumption. Instead, the economy was driven by the production of goods for export to distant markets. This change in economic conditions had a profound impact on the way the Borneoians lived their lives. The downriver communities, which were once self-sufficient, now had to rely on the upriver communities for food and other goods. This led to a new set of social relationships, as the downriver communities had to negotiate with the upriver communities to get what they needed. The Borneoians also had to adapt to the new economic conditions, as they had to learn how to produce goods for export and how to trade with other peoples. This change in economic conditions also had an impact on the way the Borneoians thought about the world. They had to learn how to think about the world in new ways, as they had to consider the needs of distant markets and how to satisfy them. This change in economic conditions was a major factor in the transformation of the Borneoian society.
goods. A influence-of-existence, so to speak, was enhanced by the presence of spirit world intensifiers.

The River Effect did not develop all at once. The first commodities in this exchange were beads, but over time, the portfolio of up-rivered goods expanded. Maybe around the ninth century, salt and jars were added to the list. According to Robert Finlay, huge quantities of jars were brought to Borneo’s ports along the Sarawak River during the Song Dynasty in the tenth century.12 The portfolio of down-rivered goods also expanded. Scholars have argued that iron ore was first mined during this period as well, becoming established around 1000 CE in the river delta area of Sarawak near the port of Santubong.13 The Chinese traded iron for jars. At some moment, the rubber sap of the gutta-percha tree was added to the down-rivered commodities. By this time, Borneo had become one of the region’s prime sources of pharmaceutical products in Chinese medicine cabinets. More prosaic items like rattan were also added to the list of down-rivered elements.14 In response, coming upriver, there was now copper wire, then goat hair, cloth from India and so forth. Probably by the 11th century, longhouse chiefs, having now moved to rice paddy cultivation, which intensified the spirit world even more, had compounded the ways to differentiate themselves from others. The more items that were added to the list in both directions, the greater the resultant dynamic within Borneo’s status system and thus the more complex the associated spirit world became. At some moment, burial structures and headhunting were integrated into this spirit system, but why the buildings that housed the heads were round and what shaped that development is not known. Regardless of which product appeared when, the general drift was toward an increased expertise culture, if one can use that concept, by longhouse elders who differentiated themselves by their higher ability to “know” the complex ways of the spirit world.

Meanwhile, by the 13th century, the southeast Asian palace economies on Java, or in Vietnam, Cambodia and Thailand were becoming more recognizably modern, with bureaucracies, warehouses, treaties, religions, warships, etc. It was a world that differentiated itself increasingly from the forest-world economies which were associated, as in Borneo, with tribal communities. In the first centuries CE, these poles were probably relatively close. The shore communities of Borneo might not have been all that different from shore communities, even in India. By the 13th century, they were clearly distinct, with Borneo as one of the places where the distinction remained in play well into the 19th century. Even money, which began to come into circulation in the centuries before the 13th century, never penetrated Borneo culture and only barely during the Sultanate. But what might be seen as an indication of the backwardness of the tribes could also be seen as a system that as time went on, was increasingly “constructed” by the shore-based communities to disenfranchise the tribes, so as to keep the profit margin high.15 What is certain is that in the period during which Indianization intensified, namely between the 9th and 13th centuries, the spirit world
needs of Borneo intensified as a commensurate response to the increased extractions of requirements—of this there can be no doubt. In other words, while the Indianized world of southeast Asia became more thickly industrialized, the upriver communities in Borneo became more thickly spirit-saturated. The epistemological production of the one have a parallel with and are in fact bound up with the epistemological productions of the other.

**Dénouement**

It was, of course, not destined to last.

As the scale of the down-rivered extraction increased, the cheapness of the up-rivered commodities remained constant. The cost of manufacturing beads, jars, and salt, if anything, went down. Chinese and Indian buying power increased and the profit potential ballooned, and with the upscaling of the civilizational world in terms of wealth-demand along with the introduction of monotheistic world views, it was only a matter of time before there was a breakthrough. There was simply too much at stake. By the early 19th century, in fact, the equivalent of hundreds of millions of dollars were in play. In essence the bipolar arrangement that existed between king and ancestor spirit had to be replaced by a world that aimed to fully disenfranchise ancestor spirits from their control of the forest.

Ancestriality is not something that disappears overnight. The transition began in the 14th century with the Islamization of the coastal communities where jars and beads were destroyed or discarded as part of a liberation from superstition. Even more substantial change occurred in the 18th century when the Sultanate imported Chinese workers to man the gold mines—in essence, to circumvent the predictably slow process of longhouse-spirit exchanges. From the longhouse perspective, it meant that gold was removed from their trading marts as a medium of exchange. The addition of a large group of Chinese also introduced a people with different cultural perspectives and world views. The Chinese revolted under the sultan, who called in the English. When they arrived in 1842 under the flag of the English adventurer James Brooke, they picked up where the sultan had left off, securing the gold and diamond fields along with the Dutch, who used the Borneo diamonds as the foundation for their Amsterdam diamond trade. The English imported coffee and rubber trees in the usual disastrous attempt to make dutiful plantation workers out of the “savages.” Ships brought in boatloads of cheap glass beads, resulting in a massive devaluation of their importance for the upriver communities. Christian missionaries offered their alternatives. The last remaining forest millionaires were the chiefs controlling the remote caves of bird nests. But the English already had even them in their sights. By the end of the 19th century, headhunting and piracy ballooned, not because of the inherent savagery of the people, but because there were fewer and fewer ways for the upstream river cultures to maintain contact with their ancestors on whom their identity depended. Captain

Rodney Mundy, who was placed in charge, observed that Sea Dayaks does not disguise the profit

Turning from the vegetable to the precious—diamonds, gold, tin, iron, and an article that I believe to be a specimen of—

But first things first:

How long will that great beneficence—endowed by nature with every resource, the dwelling place of demons in

The burning of the longhouses—with reports—meant the destruction of the wood that was rendered practically invisible in the course of the disease. These were not made for such compounded stress by the shores to populate vast stretches of land. The prime source of the wealth was surely gambling. The English noticed, but the best bets were the balloon of the boom times, as did smallpox. The prime source of the wealth was surely gambling. The English noticed, but the best bets were the balloon of the boom times, as did smallpox. The prime source of the wealth was surely gambling. The English noticed, but the best bets were the balloon of the boom times, as did smallpox.
Rodney Mundy, who was placed in charge of suppressing piracy among the Sea Dayaks does not disguise the profit-making imperative at stake:

Turning from the vegetable to the mineral riches of the country, we have diamonds, gold, tin, iron, and antimony-ore certain; I have lately sent what I believe to be a specimen of lead-ore to Calcutta; and copper is reported . . . A profit can be made a hundred fold.116

But first things first:

How long will that great beneficent Being permit this beauteous land, endowed by nature with every requisite for the happiness of man, to be the dwelling place of demons in human form?117

The burning of the longhouses—which Mundy dutifully describes in his reports—meant the destruction of the jars, and without the jars, inhabitants were rendered practically invisible in the spirit world. The spirit world, not designed for such compounded stresses, literally fell apart. Tribal refugees headed to the shores to populate vast squatter communities. Cholera spread, as did smallpox. The prime source of money turned out to be opium and gambling. The English noticed, but never bothered to explain the rise of insanity in the ballooning shore communities. By the 1860s, 100-ton ships were waiting impatiently at the docks. In the 20th century, the creation of modern states that divided Borneo into three zones hardly improved matters from the longhouse perspective. And it was not just technologies of power and exploitation that were at play here. In 1911, Freud published Totem and Taboo: Resemblances Between the Mental Lives of Savages and Neurotics, in which he argued that aboriginals, whom he called “Wild People” (Wilden), share an overvaluation of psychical acts governed by an omnipotence of thoughts with modern-day neurotics. They project their inner mental life onto the external world without any of the usual checks and balances. The practices of animism were for Freud merely a cover up of instinctual repression. How can a reader not be disgusted when Freud writes:

When the Sea-Dayaks of Sarawak bring home a head from a war expedition, they treat it for months with the greatest kindness and courtesy and address it with the most endearing names in their language. The best morsels from their meals are put into its mouth, together with titbits and cigars.118

Colonial arrogance reinforced by a theory of civilizational disrespect.

Today the oracle birds still flutter through the forests, but no one knows what they are saying anymore. So when we read today that the Dayak are “small tribal minorities living in [this] most remote nook of the Borneo hinterlands,” we should not for a moment assume that this ethnocentric, near-view
description does justice to the situation in the tenth century—it’s just another
check mark in the long column of “lost cultures.”11 This brings us, obviously,
to the maw of a different type of conversation. My focus was on an earlier,
more subtle moment in history in which Borneo had a unique place in pre-
colonial trade, not because of its “civilizational culture,” but as a source of
a whole range of low-extraction-cost, luxury commodities; for a while, for a
long while, in fact—almost a thousand years, this longhouse world was a prac-
tically invisible, yet key player in the southeast Asian economic system, itself
responding to the intensification of desires placed upon it with an intensifica-
tion of its own spirit world economy. I tried to suggest that just as we tend
to write the history of trade from the civilizational perspective, it is possible to
write a history, though the conjectural, that takes the longhouse perspective
into account, treating it not as the abstract source of civilizational wealth, but
as an economic motor in its own right. From the beginning, however, the
system conspired to return as little wealth as possible to Borneo—gold for a
few beads or some drops of sacred water—exploiting, but also in a way pre-
serving (if one can use that word) the island’s cultures well into modern times,
only to expose Borneo’s longhouse communities in the 20th century, almost
unprotected from the self-legitimizing and intrusive forces of monotheism,
colonialism, capitalism, nation-centricism and modernization.
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